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This past month I received one of the most outstanding Marbella
Villas for sale: The villa La Palladiana is situated lofty in the noble
urbanization “Sierra Blanca“. She is something very special. The villa
La Palladiana is modeled after the architectural style of the Italian
architect Andrea Palladio (1508 to 1580), who, with his wonderful
constructions such as the villa La Rotonda in Vicenza/Italy or the
Villa Foscari, also called La Malcontenta, wrote architectural history. La Palladiana has been built considering not only the aesthetic
principles of proportion and balance but also the client’s functional
and spiritual desires as well as under consideration of the site’s actualities. La Palladiana was completed in 2000. A villa with a unique
Villa Palladiana from Bird’s eye view

harmony and elegance, equipped with any kind of contemporary
technology imaginable and the highest level of living comfort. Come
to Marbella and I will show you the villa La Palladiana.

Afterwards I quickly followed the invitation of Marbella’s mayor
to the floor of city hall. During a festive ceremony, hollywood star
Dolph Lundgren, who resides her with his family was appointed
“Ambassador de Marbella“. If the plenar hall sees so many flashlights and so many recording cameras and fans often? We all very
much enjoyed the late, Mediterranean lunch with much Hollywood
glamour.
Inge and Ambassador Dolph Lundgren at the
Ayuntamiento Marbella

In Vienna I filmed a few days for RTL. The theme was just like real
life: Inge, “perl“ and real estate agent from Marbella arrived for an
XXL luxury shopping spree at the romantic Austrian capital. I chose my personal shopping butler from a team of young and athletic
men and spent the entire day shopping to my own heart’s content;
the black stretch limousine with uniformed chauffeur followed us.
Again and again, my shopping butler dropped the bulging shopping bags into the limo, gave me the best advice when I tried on the
clothes and masterfully assisted me in opening and closing zippers
Inge with Chauffeur +
filming for RTL

Stretch Limo in vienna.

and buttons. …and he stripped for me: I wanted to check on the
comfort of the latest men’s designer underwear. An unforgettable
weekend in Vienna with a pleasant TV team.

And we also filmed in Marbella. Kabel1 shot a TV real estate report
with me. While the sun was shining brightly, I showed tropical urbanizations, the luxury harbour Puerto Banus with its flair of designer boutiques, jewellers, noble restaurants, bars and clubs and
also the hidden villas in the hills of Marbella. And then we went to
the white beaches with their Spanish “Chiringuitos“, where time
doesn’t matter…
Inge in a summer dress – real estate report for kabel 1
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ZDF also shot a real estate report. However, they put more emphasis on the under construction apartment buildings where we were
filming at the time.

Inge in the middle of the ZDF shot in front of under
construction apartment buildings

Finally, Jenny Gucci‘s bestseller “Gucci Wars“ has been translated
into German. Jenny Gucci, who also lives in Marbella, personally
signed the new German edition “Der Gucci Krieg” at an exquisite
event. Naturally, as a bookworm and customer I urgently needed
numerous signed copies to give away to my family and friends.
Jenny Gucci spoiled the secret that a movie based on the “Gucci
Wars“ is currently in the making.
Inge and Jenny Gucci at the gourmet restaurant
“Da Bruno“

This month ended with an invitation to the “Bavaria Day“ right
at the sea at “Cantina Beach“. For an entire day the Spanish
Chiringuito was transformed into a Bavarian beer garden with
orginal “Moass beer“, liver dumplings, pork hock, traditional
Bavarian hats, lederhosen, traditional Bavarian calf protectors,
dirndl and brass band music. If I have managed to drink an entire
“moass“ by myself?
Inge at Cantina Beach at the “Bavaria day“

And next month look forward to a new and special Marbella real
estate. I will tell you and show you how I posed as a barely dressed
model for a distinguished piece of art. Accompany me on my first
Harley trip in the Black Forest in a pithily Harley outfit, to a charity ball, during play and sport in a select Marbella atmosphere, to
an aristocratic art exhibition, to a big polo celebration in the best
beach club and to an extensive summer shopping.
Until then yours truly,
Inge E. Rinkhoff
www.rinkhoff.de
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